Cambridge University Press are pleased to be able to provide access to ebooks from world-renowned publishers via Cambridge Core. These titles cover subjects from all disciplines across the fields of science, technology and medicine as well as humanities and social sciences.

Making a unique contribution to the world of scholarship, our ebook partner publishing programme integrates key academic content on one platform. It offers all users a new dimension of access and usability, supporting and enhancing research. Access to these publishing partner’s titles through Cambridge Core is available to libraries worldwide under a number of concise and flexible models to provide access to the best research available.
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Amsterdam University Press (AUP) is a leading publisher of academic books, journals and textbooks in the Humanities and Social Sciences. AUP stands for scholarly excellence, global presence, and engagement with the international academic community. AUP achieves this with a paper and e-format publishing programme of high-quality, peer-reviewed academic books in English.

Recent titles

**Italian Courts and European Culture**
Marcello Fantoni
9789048550944

**The Bristol Merlin**
Revealing the Secrets of a Medieval Fragment
Leah Tether, Laura Chuhan Campbell, Benjamin Pohl
9781641894159

**The Christianization of Scandinavia in the Viking Era**
Religious Change in Adam of Bremen’s Historical Work
Lukas G. Grzybowski
9781641892315

**Languages, Identities and Cultural Transfers**
Modern Greeks in the European Press (1850-1900)
Georgia Gotsi and Despina Provata
9789048540112

Key subjects

- **History (269 titles)**
  - General history – 136 titles

- **Sociology (159 titles)**
  - Social, cultural anthropology – 59 titles

- **Politics (69 titles)**
  - Political theory – 36 titles
Anthem Press is a distinguished independent publishing house with a strong international focus, pioneering a distinctive approach to the publishing of important works across a wide range of subjects. There is rich content for academics, area specialists, researchers, students, professionals and general readers. The list is international in scope and consists of leading authors ranging from academics making original contributions in the humanities, social sciences to highly-regarded journalists and school teachers.

Anthem Press relish the individuality and breadth of their published interests - being entirely independent, Anthem Publishers are free to pursue ideas and inspirations; they will continue to build on their reputation for scholarship, innovative publishing and the very highest standards of book production.

Many books are published in association with a wide variety of other organisations, including scholarly international institutes, non-governmental organisations, financial institutions and other publishers around the world.

Key subjects
- History (107 titles)
  - South Asian history – 23 titles
- Economics (74 titles)
  - Economic development & growth – 22 titles
- Politics & International Relations (62 titles)
  - General politics – 34 titles

Recent titles

Britain and its Mandate over Palestine
Legal Chicanery on a World Stage
John Quigley
97818399984648

Nuclear Power Policies in Britain
The Quandaries of Neoliberalism
Lucie de Carvalho
9781785277290

Planning for Water Security in Southeast Asia
Community-Based Infrastructure During the Urban Transition
James Nguyen H. Spencer
97818399984020

Military Memories
Draft Era Veterans Recall their Service
Donald Zillman
97818399986475
Boydell & Brewer (2,724 titles)

Boydell & Brewer publishes and distributes across the humanities including history, literature, music and the arts. A high-quality group of specialist lists cover subjects from medieval to modern history, from cultural studies to political theory across Africa to America.

Essential reading for academics, specialists and learned institutions around the world and include long-standing imprints such as James Currey, Tamesis and Camden House as well as an established publishing partnership with the University of Rochester Press.

Key subjects

History (1,056 titles)
- African history – 87 titles
- European history – 347 titles
- History of Britain – 341 titles

Literature (735 titles)
- Anglo-Saxon & Medieval literature – 235 titles
- Music – 337 titles
- General music – 147 titles

Recent titles

**Naval Resistance to Britain’s Growing Power in India, 1660-1800**
The Saffron Banner and the Tiger of Mysore
*Philip MacDougall*
9781782043928

**Africa-Centred Knowledges**
Crossing Fields and Worlds
*Brenda Cooper and Robert Morrell*
9781782043652

**Aelfric’s Life of Saint Basil the Great**
Background and Context
*Gabriella Corona*
9781846158971

**The Dorset Rotulus**
Contextualizing and Reconstructing the Early English Motet
*Margaret Bent, Jared C. Hartt, Peter M. Lefferts*
9781800101838
Bristol University Press, and its imprint Policy Press, are committed to publishing the highest-quality scholarship in the social sciences and aligned disciplines. We want our work to make a positive contribution from the advancement of ideas through to practical implementation. We publish 15 journals and 200 books a year in subjects including: Ageing and Gerontology, Business and Management, Criminology, Economics and Society, Environment and Sustainability, International Development, Law, Politics and International Relations, Science, Technology and Society, and Sociology.

Key subjects

- **Sociology (577 titles)**
  - General sociology – 261 titles
  - Sociology of religion – 59 titles

- **Politics (184 titles)**
  - General politics – 127 titles
  - Criminology – 109 titles

Recent titles

- **A Philosophy of the Social Construction of Crime**
  *David Polizzi*
  9781447327332

- **The Coalition Government and Social Policy**
  *Hugh Bochel and Martin Powell*
  9781447324591

- **Policy Analysis in the Czech Republic**
  *Arnost Vesely, Martin Nekola, Eva M. Hejzlarova*
  9781447318163

- **Researching the Lifecourse**
  *Critical Reflections from the Social Sciences*
  *Nancy Worth and Irene Hardill*
  9781447317548
Edinburgh University Press is Scotland's premier scholarly publisher of academic books and journals and one of the leading university presses in the UK. Founded over 50 years ago, Edinburgh University Press publishes around 130 books a year in the humanities and social sciences and has a portfolio of around 40 academic journals.

All new books and journals are assessed by the Edinburgh University Press Committee – an expert team of scholars from the University who specialise in the published subjects, which exhibit the highest academic standards.

Recent titles

- **Shakespeare's Golden Ages**
  Resisting Nostalgia in Elizabethan Drama
  Kristine Johanson
  97814744493567

- **Russian Political Philosophy**
  Anarchy, Authority, Autocracy
  Evert van der Zweerde
  97814744460392

- **Ambiguous Cinema**
  From Simone de Beauvoir to Feminist Film-Phenomenology
  Kelli Fuery
  9781399504256

- **Crossings in Nineteenth-Century American Culture**
  Junctures of Time, Space, Self and Politics
  Edward Sugden
  9781474476300

**Key subjects**

- **Literature (302 titles)**
  - Literary theory – 166 titles

- **Politics & International Relations (155 titles)**
  - Political theory – 80 titles

- **Other**
  - Film, media, mass communication – 188 titles
  - Islam – 93 titles
The Emirates Center for Strategic Studies and Research (ECSSR) (12 titles)

The ECSSR is a think tank based in Abu Dhabi, The United Arab Emirates. His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the President of the United Arab Emirates (UAE), established the ECSSR in 1994. It is a premier institution of its kind in the Middle East, which has set new benchmarks of excellence and expertise in the field of strategic studies and research.

The ECSSR was established to promote scientific research methodology and encourage academic traditions in society. The Center conducts studies that serve current and future state policies; they also assess public opinion trends, prepare research reports and provide advice on matters such as draft laws and regulations.

As a publishing house, the ECSSR has published over 1000 Arabic and English publications which are both original and translated works covering various political, economic, social and informational fields.

Access content on Cambridge Core published up until December 2014.

Key subjects

- **Economics**
- **Politics & International Relations**
- **Area studies**

Recent titles

- **The Future of Education in the UAE**
  Innovation and Knowledge Production
  9789948230151

- **Labor Mobility**
  An Enabler for Sustainable Development
  9789948147374

- **Islam and the West**
  A Civilized Dialogue
  9789948145325

- **Global Energy Markets**
  Changes in the Strategic Landscape
  9789948145264
Facet Publishing is the commercial publishing and bookselling arm of CILIP: the library and information association. CILIP is the leading publisher of academic and professional books for library and information professionals, students and researchers of library and information science and archivists, records managers and the cultural heritage community globally.

The Facet brand is recognised as the home of quality content for professionals working in research. The team pays great attention to detail guiding authors to formulate books that are market oriented and fit for purpose.

Recent titles

The Social Future of Academic Libraries
New Perspectives on Communities, Networks, and Engagement
Tim Schlak, Sheila Corrall, Paul Bracke
9781783304738

Information Needs Analysis
Principles and Practice in Information Organizations
Daniel G. Dorner, G. E. Gorman, Philip J. Calvert
9781783300457

Taxonomies
Practical Approaches to Developing and Managing Vocabularies for Digital Information
Helen Lippell
9781783304837

Digital Futures
Strategies for the Information Age
Marilyn Deegan and Simon Tanner
9781856048644
Foundation Books (121 titles)

Foundation Books, an imprint of Cambridge University Press India Pvt. Ltd., publishes original academic and educational books in the English language that focus on India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Maldives.

Many of the books published under the imprint ‘Foundation Books’ are used in universities and schools across the Subcontinent.

Access content on Cambridge Core published up until December 2014.

Key subjects

- History (27 titles)
- Politics & International Relations (20 titles)
- Earth & Environmental Science (19 titles)

Recent titles

- Water in the Coming Decades: Policy and Governance Issues in India
  Kamta Prasad
  9789385386077

- Decentralization and Empowerment for Rural Development
  Hari K. Nagarajan, Hans P. Binswanger-Mkhize, S. S. Meenakshisundaram
  9789385386046

- Syama Prasad Mookerjee and Indian Politics
  Prashanto Kumar Chatterji
  9789385386114

- Cartel Regulation
  India in an International Perspective
  Lovely Dasgupta
  9789385386039
Intersentia Ltd is an independent international publishing house dedicated to legal publishing. This list covers the core of private and public law as well as the criminal law of different jurisdictions, European Union law, comparative law, international law and human rights. Intersentia publish academic, professional, and educational monographs and edited collections.

There are also a smaller number of titles dedicated to the fields of business, finance and accounting. Intersentia Ltd is part of Interpublishing, a media and software group that strives to combine the essence of a traditional publishing house with the innovative approach of a technology company. Interpublishing offers legal and economic information in user-friendly databases and software packages.

Recent titles

**Exploring Truth Commission Recommendations in a Comparative Perspective: Beyond Words Vol 1**
Elin Skaar, Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm, Jemima Garcia-Godos
9781839702587

**Prevention of Genocide Under International Law**
An Analysis of the Obligations of States and the United Nations to Prevent Genocide at the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Levels
Etienne Ruvebana
9781839703072

**Boundaries of Information Property**
Christine Godt, Geertrui Van Overwalle, Lucie Guibault, Deryck Beyleveled
9781839703034

**Legal Pluralism and Efficiency in Marriage Law**
Rorick Tovar Galvan
9781839702792
ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute (718 titles)

ISEAS Publishing, a Unit of the ISEAS–Yusof Ishak Institute, is an established press that has issued more than 2,000 books and journals. It is the largest scholarly publisher of research about Southeast Asia from within the region.

ISEAS Publishing works with many other academic and trade publishers and distributors to disseminate important research and analyses from and about Southeast Asia to the rest of the world.

All prospective manuscripts undergo a blind peer review exercise coordinated by ISEAS’s Manuscript Revive Committee (MCR). The MCR nominates a minimum of three reviewers to evaluate each title.

Recent titles

**Flying Blind**
Vietnam’s Decision to Join ASEAN
Nguyen Vu Tung
9789814881968

**Economic Dimensions of Covid-19 in Indonesia**
Responding to the Crisis
Blane D. Lewis and Firman Witoelar
9789814951463

**The Hand that Rocks the Cradle**
Nurturing Exclusivist Interpretations of Islam in the Malaysian Home
Serina Rahman
9789814881579

**Patterned Splendour**
Textiles Presented on Javanes Metal and Stone Sculptures
Eighth to the Fifteenth Century
Lesley Pullen
9789814881852
Jagiellonian University Press (124 titles)

Jagiellonian University Press is one of the leading academic publishers in Poland. About 300 titles are published annually, mainly in Polish. Titles are also published in English, German and French. The Press specialises in academic books on history, political science, Polish studies, foreign languages and cultures, journalism and social communication and medicine.

Jagiellonian University Press has launched many publishing series and monographs. Among the most important are Jagiellonian Studies of History, Byzantina et Slavica Cracoviensia, Electrum and Studia Turcologica Cracoviensia.

The mission of the Jagiellonian University Press is to show the Polish scientific achievements over the world and to make high quality scientific and educational content with a high level of technical and editorial publications issued available to researchers and students from Poland.

Access content on Cambridge Core published up until 2017.

Key subjects

- Language & Linguistics (20 titles)
- Literature (17 titles)

Recent titles

- **Oriental Languages and Civilizations**
  Barbara Michalak-Pikulska, Tomasz Majtczak, Marek Piela
  9788323371274

- **The Latin -ies/ia Inflection**
  Dariusz R. Piwowarczyk and Ewa Trojan
  9788323370697

- **Faces of Crisis in 20th- and 21st-Century Prose**
  An Anthology of Criticism
  Katarzyna Biela, Aleksandra Kaminska, Alicja Lasak, Kinga Latala, Sabina Sosin
  9788323371700

- **Romantic Dialogues and Afterlives**
  Monika Coghen and Anna Paluchowska-Messing
  9788323371649
Royal Economic Society (30 titles)

Founded in 1890 the Royal Economic Society is one of the oldest and most prestigious economic associations in the world. From its inception the Royal Economic Society has had a commitment to publishing scholarly editions of classic works in economics.

‘The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes’ was undertaken in pursuit of this aim and to honour the economist who did most to advance the objectives of the Royal Economic Society during the first half Century of its existence. The Society is proud to be reissuing this acclaimed edition in collaboration with Cambridge University Press.

Access content on Cambridge Core published up until December 2012.

Key titles

The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes
Volume 12: Economic Articles and Correspondence: Investment and Editorial
John Maynard Keynes
This volume brings together Keynes’s writings in a number of fields. It includes a full account of his experience as an investor, both for himself and for others, combined with a selection from his correspondence and memoranda on investment in which he tried to expound his beliefs to others. Also included are his writings on commodities, his early lecture notes on money and a selection of his correspondence as editor of the Economic Journal and a referee for the Macmillan Company.

9781139524193 • November 2012

The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes
Volume 21: Activities 1931–1939: World Crises and Policies in Britain and America
John Maynard Keynes
This volume brings together Keynes’s attempts to influence the development of public opinion and public policy between September 1931 and the outbreak of World War II. The issues covered include the management of sterling, Britain’s recovery policies, the New Deal, the World Economic Conference of 1933, Britain’s rearmament and preparations for war, and the recession of 1937–8 and policies to combat it.

9781139524209 • November 2012
Unisa Press (43 titles)

Unisa Press publishes highly original scholarly works which address topical issues touching the lives of people on the African continent, but increasingly finding global relevance. Unisa’s books raise global scholarly debates which resonate beyond borders.

Unisa Press aim to deepen the value of what they publish to trigger wider debates on the contentious issues raised by our diverse range of local and international authors. Part of the University of South Africa, one of the largest distance education institutions within Africa, Unisa Press follows a classic university press model where all works are subject to a double-blind peer review process.

Key subjects
- Politics & International Relations (13 titles)
- History (13 titles)
- Religion (10 titles)

Recent titles

- Emotions, Social Transformation and Education
  Alette Delport
  9781868888849

- Touched By Biko
  Andile M-Africa
  9781868889099

- Towards A Theology of HIV/AIDS
  Jeff Hearn
  9781868888740

- Searching For South Africa
  Shereen Essof and Daniel Moshenberg
  9781868888900
University of Adelaide Press (62 titles)

The University of Adelaide Press was launched in 2009 by Nobel prize-winning author J M Coetzee. The Press’ main aim is to publish new peer-reviewed books by Adelaide scholars from all disciplines using digital technology in print and screen formats. As an open access book publisher, titles from 2009–2018 are available.

Key subjects

- History (12 titles)
- Economics (10 titles)
- Literature (10 titles)

Recent titles

1. **Making Publics, Making Places**
   
   *Edited by Mary Griffiths and Kim Barbour*

   - **Mary Griffiths and Kim Barbour**
   - 9781925261431

2. **Global Wine Markets, 1860 to 2016**

   *A Statistical Compendium*

   - **Kym Anderson, Signe Nelgen, and Vicente Pinilla**
   - 9781925261660

3. **Sugar, Steam and Steel**

   *The Industrial Project in Colonial Java, 1830-1885*

   - **G. Roger Knight**
   - 9781922064998

4. **Empire Girls**

   *The Colonial Heroine Comes of Age*

   - **Mandy Treagus**
   - 9781922064554
WITS University Press (180 titles)

Wits University Press champions knowledge from and about Africa to local and global readers. Since 1922 we have been curating and publishing innovative research that informs debate for the greater good of society.

If knowledge drives change, we are committed to publishing excellence and passionate about bringing writers with bold ideas and a progressive agenda to the world. Our mission supports the University of the Witwatersrand’s vision to promote research excellence, public engagement and social justice. African Content. Global Impact.

Key subjects

- **History** (39 titles)
- **Politics & International Relations** (26 titles)
- **Literature** (16 titles)

Recent titles

- **Colour, Class and Community**
The Natal Indian Congress, 1971-1994
  Ashwin Desai and Goolam Vahed
  9781776147175

- **Archives of Times Past**
  Conversations about South Africa’s Deep History
  Cynthia Kros, John Wright, Mbongiseni Buthelezi, Helen Ludlow
  9781776147298

- **Shadow of Liberation**
  Vishnu Padayachee and Robert Van Niekerk
  9781776143962

- **Foundational African Writers**
  Peter Abrahams, Noni Jabavu, Sibusiso Nyembezi and Es’kia Mphahlele
  Bhekizizwe Peterson, Khwezi Mkhize, Makhosazana Xaba
  9781776147533
ebook purchasing models on Cambridge Core

**Pick-and-Choose on a title-by-title basis**

All ebooks on Cambridge Core can be purchased on a title-by-title basis, to enable individuals or institutions to buy titles as and when they’re needed to build a bespoke collection.

**Collection building**

Subject collections are available on Cambridge Core covering more than 30 areas of study. Collections can be customised according to the subject interest. Also available are Essential ebooks Collections, featuring the top 50 best-selling titles in each area, and Hot Topics, which are cross-disciplinary ebook collections on cutting edge research topics.

**Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA)**

Under an Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA) model institutions are given access to an extensive online collection of ebooks from Cambridge University Press and the publishing partners. Then institutions can decide which titles to buy access to in perpetuity. The evidence to support decision making is supplied in the form of usage reports, indicating which titles are the most popular within the institution during the six to twelve month access period.

**Advanced Ordering**

Advanced Ordering is available for forthcoming titles. The complete list of forthcoming new titles can be purchased or the forthcoming titles in a custom subject areas that a client can acquire automatically as they become available.
Contact us
For further information please contact us using the details below or speak to your usual sales representative.

- **Americas:** online@cambridge.org
- **Asia:** asiamktg@cambridge.org
- **India:** academicmarketingindia@cambridge.org
- **Rest of world:** library.sales@cambridge.org

Find us online today
- [cambridge.org/core](http://cambridge.org/core)
- [facebook.com/cambridgecore](http://facebook.com/cambridgecore)
- [twitter.com/CambridgeUPLib](http://twitter.com/CambridgeUPLib)
- [cambridge.org/core-blog](http://cambridge.org/core-blog)